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the snacking content - a new trend … 

We are currently undergoing a content 
diffusion transformation. Snacking content is 
content that is produced in short but frequent 
phases with the purpose of only being viewed 
on mobile. Users no longer have neither the 
time nor patience to follow editorial content. 

Gloria, in the video to the left for example, 
produces mini video tutorials that she shares 
with her community on Instagram. Influencers 
commonly shift from platform to platform in the 
attempt to appeal to the largest segment of 
their targeted community, but also in the 
search of re-inventing their content creation 
and its diffusion. They have shifted their 
attention to Instagram vs. Youtube given the 
observed increased interest in this platform. 

snackable or 
nothing…
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the snacking content - the platforms

IG Stories 
the most aesthetic 

Instagram Stories serve as the 
most aesthetically appealing 
platform. Clean, sharp rendering 
for a professional outcome.

What’sapp stories 
for work and family

WhatsApp serves as  communications 
platform that has facilitated and 
revolutionized day-to-day contact 
between family and friends. 

Snapchat 
for fun and proximity

With its endless face filters and 
user-generated current events 
section, Snapchat serves as the 
most entertaining platform. 
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the snacking content - a new trend … 

the swipe generation

The current generation turn to their 
phones every other minute to scroll 
through their different apps in the 
hope of finding new content, and this 
offers brands a unique opportunity to 
fill the space that is empty when they 
hit refresh again and again. Snack 
content - a 7 second film, a gif, a 
Facebook post, a photo, a short 
animated film, a boomerang - has 
been shown to be more engaging 
than campaigns on a bigger scale, as 
it is more digestible and accessible.  
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the snacking content - a new trend … 

the insight in numbers

According to recent social 
media statistics releases, 
Instagram Stories is more 
powerful of a tool that 
Snapchat, with more users, 
higher visibility given the superior 
viewership, and higher daily 
activity of the users.

800K views 
for Nike’s Story post*

+ 80 000 000
daily posts on Instagram*

300M + 
active users
identified users around the world*

66K views 
for Nike’s same Story post*

+ 1 000 000
daily snaps on Snapchat*

150M + 
active users
identified users around the world*

*SOURCES: HTTPS://WWW.BRANDWATCH.COM/BLOG/37-INSTAGRAM-STATS-2016/ 
https://www.theguardian.com/media-network/2016/sep/22/instagram-stories-brand-engagement-loreal-ted-baker 

https://www.brandwatch.com/blog/37-instagram-stats-2016/
https://www.theguardian.com/media-network/2016/sep/22/instagram-stories-brand-engagement-loreal-ted-baker
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the snacking content - …that engages the community

example of Kiehl’s : 
5000 more impressions 
on Stories posts versus 
IG video on the same 
content

60%5mX

*SOURCE: HTTPS://WWW.THEGUARDIAN.COM/MEDIA-NETWORK/2016/SEP/22/INSTAGRAM-STORIES-BRAND-ENGAGEMENT-LOREAL-TED-BAKER

instagram users log in 
daily

8%
example of Kiehl’s: 8% 
of its followers click on 
its Stories posts versus 
2% who like its 
traditional Instagram 
updates

https://www.theguardian.com/media-network/2016/sep/22/instagram-stories-brand-engagement-loreal-ted-baker
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the snacking content - success story n°1 

master the art of 
contest on IG story

Loewe revolutionized the 
codes of UGC this year with 
their 2-way live exchange via 
coloring posts. 

It's extremely easy for viewers 
to respond to Stories - an easy 
way to get instant feedback 
from the community in a fun, 
unpolished way. The 
ephemeral nature of this 
brand experience makes the 
brief brand-user moment 
sweeter and more desirable. 
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the snacking content - success story n°2 

a real place for story 
telling

This Christmas, Louis Vuitton 
played with the codes of story-
telling, taking their place as one 
of the leaders in digital evolution.  

Their mastery of story-telling has 
allowed them to make their 
content more engaging and 
therefore rely 100% on organic 
appeal. This non-mediatized 
campaign sweeps the user of 
their feet and and transports him 
to the imaginary world of the 
Louis Vuttion gift factory.
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the snacking content - success story n°3 

more proximity without 
sacrificing the premium 
image

Stories is a welcome break from 
the carefully curated content of 
the main platform. Unpolished 
photos and videos create an 
emotional link between the user 
and the brand.  

So Gucci took advantage: Soko 
took the users back-stage with an 
exclusive behind-the-scenes 
coverage of the show. Stories 
offer a unique opportunity to go 
bare without bearing the 
consequences. Content expires 
24 hours later.
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the snacking content - success story n°4 

no time to watch a 
youtube video ? flick 
through the IG Story! 

Users no longer have the 
patience for a 45-minute 
editorial or interview series, so 
Converse listened.  

This week, Converse 
revolutionized the codes of 
interviewing. A full-blown 
editorial that addressed 7 topics 
and interviewed more than 10 
personalities in less than 2 
minutes. A combination of video 
content and text inserts that told 
the story in a captivating, sharp 
and non-redundant manner. 
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the snacking content - success story n°5 

the key to local doors

When a brand has one Instagram 
Account that targets an 
international community, 
communicating with the individual 
local communities via traditional 
Instagram posting proves to be 
very complicated. 

The Ephemeral nature of Stories 
offers brands a golden 
opportunity to connect with local 
markets without the burden of 
permanent content on the global 
page. 

Net-à-Porter took advantage of 
this insight: during the Olympic 
games, the local influencer 
Camila Coutinho took over the 
account, sharing her favorite 
hotspots around the city.


